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Abstract 

The use of retrieved features from human anatomical (physiological) attributes like a fingerprint, 

retina, etc., or behavioral attributes like a autograph is referred to as biometric-based keys creation. 

As the biometric using retina has intrinsic strength, it can generate arbitrary keys with a more level 

of security than the rest of the biometric features. In this work, a system for cryptographic 

applications that generate safe, strong, and exclusive arbitrary keys depends on retina properties. 

The features of retina are retrieved using the Marine Predators algorithm (MPA) which has 

been shown to produce promising results in studies by utilizing common retina databases. The 

proposed system has also used the chaotic map to offers premium arbitrary, volatile, and non-

producible keys. Also to check the assurance and randomness of the binary key generation the 

NIST statistical analysis is performed to show the effectiveness of the proposed work. 

 

Keywords: Arbitrary keys, Chaotic map, Marine Predators Algorithm (MPA), Retina, Secured 

key generation. 

 

Introduction 

To design the cryptographic system two major phases are needed; the cryptographic key and the 

cryptographic algorithm. The cryptographic algorithm gets strengthened based on the security 

level of the generated keys. Most of the security algorithms consist of arbitrary, safe, and difficult 

to remember with large keys. There exist two classes in the generation of key: Pseudo-Random 

Number Generation (PRNG) and True-Random Number Generation (TRNG). In the PRNG phase, 

the keys are generated randomly based on the initial security condition but the major security 
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condition gets violated in this method. This leads to the attacker intruding on the system easily 

whereas in TRNG the keys are produced depending on unpredictable physical resources.  

 There exist lots of traits including fingerprints, retina, and face biometrics but they are not 

similar to either individual. Hence these traits can be used for producing secured keys for secured 

domains. The major phase involved in these biometric-based key generations is feature extraction. 

The best one among the extracted feature is selected and then integrates with a cryptographic 

algorithm. The human retina-imposed cryptographic system has certain priorities compared to 

another biometric-based system as the retina has a certain unique vascular pattern and also it is 

implanted in the depth of the human body which is unaltered. And also the retina pattern does not 

change even with the aging factor. 

In the recent era, nature-inspired optimization algorithms have attained familiarity to solve 

a complex real-world problem in which a solution is not feasible. Compared with other 

metaheuristics algorithms the marine predator's algorithm has many benefits like simple, better 

search, and easy implementation. There exist more swarm intelligence algorithms in different 

applications. In this work, the behavior of marine predators is applied to extract the optimal 

features from the retinal image. This optimal feature is utilized as the major source and it is called 

a biometric-based key generation (BBKG) together with the chaotic map to produce the encryption 

keys. The paper is arranged as follows: The necessary information of the interrelated system is 

reviewed in section two; The marine predators algorithm is discussed in section three. The 

proposed system is illustrated in section four and the experimental results are explained in section 

five. 

 

Related works 

The human biometric behavior characterize the major source of entropy to produce arbitrary 

numbers close to the TRNG. But all the traits cannot be considered for key generation, a certain 

comprehensive exam is needed to check whether the trait is suitable or not [8]. Recently many 

researchers worked in the key generation system based on biometrics. Some of the applications 

are combined with a chaotic map to acquire not predictable arbitrary keys for secured applications 

and the produced keys are verified with statistical analysis test, NIST. 

The key generation system based on iris was proposed by the author in [1].In this method, 

the iris edge is represented as a binary image based on the feature extracted by applying a canny 

edge detector and chaotic map to come out of a similar pattern collected from the same person. In 

[2] the authors applied three-level Haar wavelet transform (HWT) on the iris picture and the 

features are represented as coefficients acquired from middle-frequency sub-bands. And then these 

coefficients are encoded as binary values based on their negative and positive values. The keys 

extracted from the above method find more robustness compared to others. In [3] the authors 

proposed a key generation system based on brain waves in which the human's 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) signal is considered for producing a unique key. In this approach, 

the keys are generated based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT). The authors in [4] indicate that the EEG signal cannot be directly used as a 
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major resource for producing keys. It has to be transmitted into a suitable format as this represents 

the major challenging task compared to other traits. 

A fingerprint-based key generation system was proposed in [5]. This system works in 

different steps. In the first step, the fingerprint is split into different blocks. Next in the second step 

for every blocks the delta, core, and minutiae points are extracted. Second, all straight lines are 

computed from one minutiae point in a reference block to all minutiae points in all nearby blocks. 

Also, the straight lines between the minutiae points within the reference block are evaluated. Last, 

delta and core points are used to calculate the angle and length of each straight line. Fourth, every 

straight line's attribute is transformed to a binary form, and then an XOR operation is done among 

each binary bit of angle and length. This scheme may generate various s keysecured depending on 

a variety of criteria such as the number of blocks and the size of the block. The biggest drawback 

of this technique is the inability to keep certain attributes hidden. 

In [6] the authors developed a key generation system depending on retina in which the key 

creation process is divided into two stages: first,  preprocessing of retina image, and 

second,   segmentation of image using the grayscale morphology method. Third, the entropy 

approach is used to extract features, fourth, an adaptive canny edge detection algorithm is used to 

estimate the retina center, and fifth, linear interpolation is used to connect the retina center points. 

Eventually, the coordinates of these additional points are located in the chaotic matrix's key values. 

Randomness, unpredictability, and non-repeatability are provided in this approach by using a 

chaotic map with retinal properties to generate cryptographic keys. 

Even though many of the methods listed above passed the majority of the NIST tests, they 

neglected the resilience of keys that may be gained by retrieving the strongest and most optimal 

characteristics from the biometric attributes used. As a result, to meet this important need; First, 

the proposed retina-based key generation system employs the Low-frequency sub-band of the 

HWT of the retina image because it contains the majority of the image's energy, making it the best 

location for extracting retina features; second, the MPA has been used to extract the best features 

from the LL sub-band of the retina image. 

 

Materials and Methods: 

 

Marine Predators Algorithm 

A new meta-heuristic algorithm is known as Marine Predators Algorithm (MPA)[7] has been 

developed to tackle the continuous optimization problems. It consists of two strategies when 

attacking that is Brownian and Levy. To begin the process the first step needed to implement is 

the initialization process. The second step is to create the Elite and Prey matrix construction. Then 

the optimization process consists of three categories the first step in the optimization process is the 

Brownian movement in which the exploration phase is executed the second phase consists of two 

categories in which the population is divided into two, the first half of the population means that 

the end of exploration phase and the second half of the population consists of the start of 
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exploitation phase. The third stage is the Levy flight phase in which the predators relative to their 

environment. The detailed explanation and the equation used are as follows: 

 

Initialization: 

MPA starts with spreading their solutions within the search space of the problem using the 

following formula: 

                                                                    (1) 

LX  and  UX are Maximum and Minimum of the boundary of the Search space. 

 

Elite  and Prey Matrix: 

The Elite and Prey Matrix for the MPA algorithm can be represented as: 

 

 

               (2) 

 

Optimization Process: 

  

Brownian Phase: 

In this phase, the predators try to move faster until finding their prey as the nature, while 

    (3) 
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Levy Phase:  

In this phase, the balance between exploration and exploitation can be calculated using the  

 
          (4) 

LR  -Vector Containing Numerical Values generated randomly using Levy Flight 

   

Levy Flight: 

In this phase, the prey will move faster compared to predator as the nature while, 

 

 
(5) 

Where  
iS - refers to the current Step Size of the ith predator 

LR  -Vector Containing Numerical Values generated randomly using Levy Flight 

iE -Energy Consumption 

    

Fish Aggregating Devices: 

In this, the prey will Search for the corresponding within the Surrounding environment  

                              (6)    

iPy -Vector value for prey 

LX  and  UX are Maximum and Minimum of the boundary of the Search  Space. 

1rPy  and 
2rPy   are the two predators selected randomly? 

U - vector which includes 0 and 1 values. 

 

Proposed Method 

  

Retina-based Key Generation System 

The proposed system consists of four main phases: image acquisition and preprocessing, isolation 

of the preprocessed retina image into four sections using the Discrete Wavelet Haar Transform 
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(DWHT), retrieval of the optimal features using the GSO algorithm, and finally unification of the 

optimal features with the Chaotic map to generate the arbitrary cryptographic key. The suggested 

retina-based key generation system is depicted in Figure 1 is a block diagram. 

 
Figure 1 proposed system 

 

Acquisition and Preprocessing of Retina Images 

The term "retina image acquisition" refers to the process of acquiring a retina image with any 

retina camera now available on the market. The DRIONS-DB (Digital Retinal Images for Optic 

Nerve Segmentation Database), a publically available database, was employed in this study. The 

supplied retina image must then be preprocessed after that. Several processes are included in the 

preparation stage: 

The first pre-processing step is to transform RGB color images into Grayscales to reduce the 

number of colors. For each (k j) pixel, the RGB components are separated from the 24-bit color 

value, and an 8-bit grayscale value is generated. The average weight for the RGB value is 

calculated during the conversion process. 

                       𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎le(k,𝑗)=(( 0.3∗𝑅)+(0.59∗𝐺)+(0.11∗𝐵))                                              (7) 

The second phase in the pre-processing process is to use an adaptive Histogram Equalization 

algorithm to adjust the distance between every two consecutive grey levels in the histogram, 

preventing severe grey pixel mergers and exceptionally bright local spots in the image. This 

procedure is as follows: first, save the original grey levels image as fi, where i=1,..., m-1, and then 

use the ratio 
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Where n is the number of grey levels in the input images, 
−

=

1k

0i
pH is equal to 1, Hp=qp/T, qp is the 

number of image pixels of the pth grey level, and T is the total number of pixels in the image. The 

gray level with a small number of pixels can then be phagocytosed via the gray level with a large 

number of neighbor pixels during the mapping process. In grey mapping, an adaptive parameter ∂ 
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based on information entropy is included to prevent the phenomenon of information loss. The 

mapping relationship is as follows: 

         

qp=log(qp + 1)                                                                                        (9) 
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The median filter is applied as the third pre-processing phase. This method is frequently used to 

eliminate noise. Reducing noise is a common pre-processing phase used to enhance the outcome 

of subsequent processing The Canny edge detection filter is used as the final pre-processing step 

to spot and identify edges of vessel.. 

 

Discrete Wavelet Haar Transform  (DWHT) 

The 1-level DWHT decomposes the pre-processed image into four sub-bands by first executing 

the row and next column, resulting in the four sub-bands termed (LL, LH, HL, HH). The functional 

sub-band is represented by LL, and it contains the entire procedure that will be applied to the 

figure. 

 

Extraction of the Best Features applying MPA 

The basic goal of MPA is to find the best features in the chosen sub-band "LL." The MPA is 

applied as follows: First, initialize the Elite and prey matrix. Then to find the optimal feature 

Brownian and levy flight movement is applied by using equations (3) to (6) until the optimum 

feature is selected. 

 

Process of Key generation: 

The amount of ideal pixels retrieved from the retina diagrams determines the length of the 

generated cryptographic keys; in this work, the size of the obtained keys is 128 bits, hence the 

amount of effectively retrieved pixels is 16. In this phase, the optimum retinal features 

(the extracted sixteen pixels) from the preceding phase are XORed with arbitrary bits produced 

from a kind of Chaotic map to construct a 128-bit cryptographic key. The Tent map, a one-

dimensional Chaotic system, is employed in this paper, and its equation is as follows: 

Yn+1 = 
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where ∈(0,1). ≠0∙5,ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒,  =0.62  (11) 

 

Experimental  Findings: 

The suggested scheme is experienced and assessed on the DRIONS-DB database, which contains 

110 retina bitmap images with a resolution of 24 bits per pixel and a size of (565x584). The 
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produced binary bits key was checked for randomness using the NIST Test Suite, which contains 

10 statistical tests. Figure 2 shows four samples of retina images from the dataset in question. 

There are two key stages previous to the procedure of remove the ideal features: the primary is the 

pre-processing phase, which focuses on detecting blood vessels with high resolution, and the next 

is take out the LL sub-bund following implementation of the 1-level DWHT. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 

6 illustrate the retinal diagrams obtained after completing the above steps. 

 

 
Figure 2. Sample images of Retina from DIRONS-DB. 

 

The paths of glowworms from their initial sites to their ultimate locations (optimal solutions) for 

the retina image samples are depicted in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the produced 128-bit 

cryptographic key for each retina picture sample. Table 2 also includes the NIST Test Suite results 

for the created cryptographic keys, which showed that they passed all of the NIST tests. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a) sample retina image, (b) grayscale image, (c) after preprocessing and 

decomposition 
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Figure 7. a) to (d), depicts the trajectories of predators starting with preliminary positions 

till accomplishing the final position, the next diagram depicts the best position, and the third 

diagram characterize the values of 16 optimum pixels, for the four samples of retinal 

diagram 

 
 

 

                                   Figure 8 Cryptographic keys for the sample retina images 
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Figure 9 NIST analysis for generated keys 

 

The proposed methodology demonstrated how to extract strong keys from best characteristics in 

the biometric retina by applying MPA, and using a chaotic map to give best-quality with random, 

unexpected, and non-producable keys. The acquired findings also demonstrated the effectiveness 

of the proposed approach. Several researchers should rely on optimization strategies for extracting 

robust characteristics from biometrics in the domains of identification and key production using 

biometrics. 

 

Conclusion: 

This research proposes a mechanism for a retina-based key generation that is both efficient and 

effective. By focusing on the use of MPA to pull out the best features from the the majority 

significant position of HWT of the retinal diagram, this suggested method provides a resilient, 

unpredictable, and unique random key. These extracted best features are used along chaotic maps 

to provide volatile arbitrary keys for cryptographic applications. The proposed method bypass all 

NIST standards and has a strong randomness attribute, according to experimental results on the 

used dataset. In future development, the produced key will be utilized to encrypt data using one of 

the asymmetric cryptography algorithms. 
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